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Playing the Pressure Game 

Keys to Defending Against the Attack off the Rush 

In this video clip between the Flyers and Penguins you get the opportunity to view what is 
becoming a common problem in competitive minor hockey all the way up to the professional 
level. The video shows you what results when you do not defend your blue line and entrance 
into your end of the rink. The defensive team’s D pairing back up almost to the hash marks 
allowing the offensive team to penetrate the zone and shoot the puck with a good screen (one 
of the D men) with lots of time to concentrate on making a great shot. The result, even an 
average player with that much time and space with the puck becomes a good player who can 
make that shot to score.  

At THINK LESS PLAY FASTER we encourage coaches to teach and coach the pressure game 
to take away time and space and force players to be great with the puck and make great plays. 
The defensive and offensive players must both play with pressure and know their roles on the 
ice every moment they are out there whether they have the puck or not, there is a role to play, 
we just have to teach and coach players on what those specific roles and duties are so that they 
can think less and play faster. 

We will use a Playing with Pressure Report Card to provide our assessment of the key areas 
that were compromised in defending against the attack off the rush play which should always be 
executed with pressure. You defend a pressure offensive play with a pressure defensive play. 
Pressure against pressure. 
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THINK LESS PLAY FASTER - REPORT CARD

RATING DESCRIPTION OF THE FAILURE TO PLAY WITH PRESSURE

F The Penguins’ failed to defend their blue line and entrance into the offensive zone which is a must 
defensive pressure play. A good hockey team will play with pressure and defend their blue line and 
entrance into the offensive zone. The rule is to play ONE stick length at the blue line and the strong 
side D must force the puck carrier outside the face off dot and skate the forward off into the strong 
side boards without backing up more than one stick length.

In order to defend the blue line and play a one stick length GAP the D pairing must have back 
pressure support from the back checking forwards. The back checking forwards must pick up their 
man coverage assignments coming into the offensive zone and provide the strong side D with 
defensive puck support at the blue line.

F The Penguin forwards failed to provide the necessary defensive puck support to provide pressure 
and support the D pairing at the blue line. The forwards failed to pick up their man coverage 
assignment by getting on the defensive side of the puck, stick under the attacking forwards with 
coverage all the way to the net. The Penguin forwards glided back and were not skating at full speed 
to pick up their man coverage assignment or even to support the strong side D with coverage at the 
blue line. When the D pairing back up, back up and allow the offensive team to shoot or set up deep 
into the offensive zone they are failing to play with pressure which is fatal against skilled hockey 
teams.
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Pressure Corrections To Defend Against the Attack Off The Rush
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Tactical Play Description of the Tactical Play with Pressure

One Stick 
Gap Control - 
Blue Line

A well coached D pairing will not back up and back up allowing the offensive team to gain 
entrance into their zone. A well coached D pairing won’t give the offensive team time to 
enter the DZ and set up offensively.

The D pairing will play between the dots in the Neutral Zone always giving the attacking 
forwards room to the outside to take away middle ice as an option and to force the forwards 
to beat them to the outside with speed. A good D pairing can skate as fast backwards as 
the forwards can skate forward and welcome the opportunity to be challenged to the 
outside with speed. A good D pairing will be taught and coached how to open up their 
outside skate and push off their inside skate at the right moment to turn into the forward and 
make body contact. The teaching and coaching of this individual tactic is critical to the 
development of a young defence man. Strong side D man play with the right GAP and 
timing of the turn to the outside is part of good teaching and coaching of D man blue line 
GAP play.

In order for the D pairing to play a one stick GAP at the blue line there must be defensive 
pressure being applied by the forwards back checking. Every young player should ask his/
her coach how they want them to play when back checking and picking up their defensive 
assignments coming into the defensive zone. Some coaches will allow the one forward 
back checking to pursue the puck carrier in the Neutral Zone until the red line. If the back 
checker hasn’t been able to angle the puck carrier off and recover the puck he is left to the 
strong side D. Some coaches will give the green light for the one back checker on the puck 
carrier to support the strong side D all the way to the blue line and inside the defensive 
zone. Clarify with your coaches. 

Back 
Checking and 
Back 
Pressure 
Support

Back pressure support is key to defending entry by the offensive team into your zone. 
Forwards who have been coached properly understand the importance of playing all 200ft. 
of the ice surface. Even strong offensive forwards with scoring skills must be taught and 
coached to play defensively to improve their chances of playing at higher levels and be 
valuable players on their team. So, F1 back checking must know if he has the green light to 
pursue the puck carrier right into the DZ or whether he should leave the puck carrier to the 
strong side D man and pick up the opponents second and third players joining the rush in  
man coverage coming into the defensive zone. 

Back checking forwards must skate back between the face off dots on the ice surface right 
down the middle of the ice which is the shortest distance to your own net to pick up their 
man coverage assignments. No gliding, skating full speed. Get on the inside of the 
opponent’s forwards in middle ice (defensive side of the puck), get your stick under the 
opponent’s forwards and take your man right to the net to take away a passing option for 
the puck carrier. You take your player to the net to ensure the rebound or loose puck battle 
is eliminated.


